SELECT YOUR SHOWER PLEASURE

The 2014 innovations
DEAR READER,

At Hansgrohe we have gained the reputation of never ceasing to reinvent ways of handling water and to make it an even more beautiful experience. Last year at ISH we introduced the revolutionary Select concept and now, for 2014, the new Select assortment has arrived. Now everyone can enjoy and use water just as they want, simply at the touch of a button.

As small as it is, the Select button represents much of what Hansgrohe does and always stood for. The best design combined with an intelligent range of functions and outstanding ease of use.

Over the following pages you will find just how much joy and freedom pushing the right buttons can bring in the bathroom and kitchen. Even the new Logis mixers, invite you to touch them – so there is still a lot to discover!

Wishing you every enjoyment

Yours, Richard Grohe
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Since the beginning, we have been translating the various needs of shower users into spray types and so introducing greater diversity under the shower. However, we didn’t just want to provide more variety for our customers, but also wanted to make it easier for them to choose. Encouraged by the many buttons that suddenly have made the world much easier – a light switch, a mouse key, the start/stop button in the car to name but a few – we decided to develop our own easy/ingenious button for hand showers. Together with Phoenix Design, we launched PuraVida, the first Hansgrohe shower with an all-mechanical selection button, into the market. Today you can also find this button on our Raindance showers. After creating such an intriguing development that makes every day easier, we had to ask ourselves: where else could this be used? Then it dawned on us: a thermostat operated by buttons, is just as much a gain in user convenience as a kitchen mixer that can be operated casually with an elbow. This keeps the workflow in motion and introduces freedom to the kitchen at the touch of a button.
Phoenix Design creates products in close cooperation with renowned international customers like Siemens, LG, Sharp, Lamy, and Hansgrohe, enhancing life and shaping everyday culture.

PHOENIX DESIGN
A PASSION FOR THE SUBJECT.

Phoenix Design creates products in close cooperation with renowned international customers like Siemens, LG, Sharp, Lamy, and Hansgrohe, enhancing life and shaping everyday culture.
HAND SHOWERS
- JUST SWITCH
TO A GOOD MOOD.

Under the shower, all the signs now point to fun. At the convenient push of a button, water is transformed into constantly changing forms for pure pleasure.
Besides the experience of three different spray types, the Raindance hand shower now features Select for additional pleasure at the touch of a button. This Select button not only makes it child’s play to operate the Raindance hand shower, it also introduced our designers to a whole new potential of exciting design, giving rise, for instance, to the version with the gently rounded corners. Whether small or large, round or square, in pure chrome or chrome with a white spray face – there’s the perfect shower for every taste. What’s more, even the environment can be happy: thanks to the intelligent flow limiter, the EcoSmart version reduces the water consumption by up to 60%.
Raindance® Select E 150 3jet hand shower

Raindance® Select S 150 3jet hand shower

Raindance® Select E 120 3jet hand shower

Raindance® Select S 120 3jet hand shower
PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Hand showers and shower sets

**Raindance® Select E** 150 3jet hand shower
- # 26550, -000, -400 (16 l/min)
- # 26551, -000, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)

**Raindance® Select E 150/Unica® /S Puro set**
- # 27857, -000, -400 (16 l/min) 0.90 m
- # 27856, -000, -400 (16 l/min) 0.65 m [not shown]

**Raindance® Select S** 150 3jet hand shower
- # 28587, -000, -400 (16 l/min)
- # 28588, -000, -400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)

**Raindance® Select S 150/Unica® /S Puro set**
- # 27803, -000, -400 (16 l/min) 0.90 m
- # 27802, -000, -400 (16 l/min) 0.65 m [not shown]

---

**Beauty has two sides:**
The Raindance Select hand and overhead showers are available in pure chrome or chrome with a white spray face.

Order numbers specifying a surface finish are [#] eight digits long, eg. **28500, -000 = Chrome**
**000 Chrome | 400 White/chrome**

---

Chrome.

White/chrome.
Raindance® Select S 120 3jet hand shower
# 26520, .000, .400 (16 l/min)
# 26521, .000, .400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)

Raindance® Select S 120/Unica®/S Puro set
# 26621, .000, .400 (16 l/min) 0.90 m
# 26620, .000, .400 (16 l/min) 0.65 m (not shown)
# 26631, .000, .400 (16 l/min) 0.90 m
# 26630, .000, .400 (16 l/min) 0.65 m (not shown)

Raindance® Select E 120 3jet hand shower
# 26520, .000, .400 (16 l/min)
# 26521, .000, .400 EcoSmart (9 l/min)

Raindance® Select E 120/Unica®/S Puro set
# 26621, .000, .400 (16 l/min) 0.90 m
# 26620, .000, .400 (16 l/min) 0.65 m (not shown)
# 26631, .000, .400 (16 l/min) 0.90 m
# 26630, .000, .400 (16 l/min) 0.65 m (not shown)

All specified flow rates are based on an operating pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar).
OVERHEAD SHOWERS – HIGH SPIRITS FROM ABOVE.

Sometimes, even a small click can lead to happiness – for instance, when you’re under the shower with the water bubbling or caressing you at the touch of a button.
THE FULL PLEASURE AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON.

The Raindance® Select overhead showers: Comfort on the highest level.

Even the Hansgrohe overhead showers let you change their spray types at the touch of a button. For instance, the strong shower spray Rain is ideal for washing out shampoo and RainAir is the spray for pure pleasure. Our range of overhead showers is as varied as the showering experience itself: classical round to contemporary with rounded corners, in pure chrome or chrome with a white spray face. They have also been given an elegant, subtle chrome ring on the outside, a higher, more exclusive rim, and an attractive wave structure. So that this beautiful form retains its appeal for a long time to come, the spray face can be detached for easy cleaning. In addition to the QuickClean function on the silicone jets.

Raindance® Select E 300 3jet overhead shower

Switches over to a different spray type intuitively and in moments, and provides pleasure at the touch of a button.

Enjoyable gentle shower rain with air-enriched drops from large jets to soothe the body and ease the mind.

Full shower rain, ideal for daily use and ideal for washing hair.

Lavish flow from 12 wide jets – for effective relaxation.
Raindance® Select E 300 3jet overhead shower

Chrome

White/chrome

Raindance® Select E 300 2jet overhead shower

Chrome

White/chrome

Raindance® Select S 300 2jet overhead shower

Chrome

White/chrome (not shown)

Raindance® Select S 240 2jet overhead shower

White/chrome

Chrome (not shown)
**Product Overview**

**Overhead Showers**

Raindance® Select E 300 3jet overhead shower
(Rain/RainAir 18 l/min, RainStream 22 l/min)
# 26468, -000, -400 incl. shower arm 390 mm
for iBox universal

Raindance® Select E 300 2jet overhead shower
(Rain/RainAir 15 l/min)
# 27385, -000, -400 incl. shower arm 390 mm
# 27384, -000, -400 with ceiling connection
100 mm (not shown)

---

**Beauty has two sides:**
The Raindance Select hand and overhead showers are available in pure chrome or chrome with a white spray face.

Order numbers specifying a surface finish are [#] eight digits long, eg. 28500, -000 = Chrome
000 Chrome | 400 White/chrome

---

Chrome.  
White/chrome.
Raindance® Select S 300 2jet overhead shower
(Rain/RainAir 17 l/min)
# 27378, 000, 400 incl. shower arm 390 mm
# 27337, 000, 400 with ceiling connection 100 mm (not shown)

Raindance® Select S 240 2jet overhead shower
(Rain/RainAir 17 l/min)
# 26466, 000, 400 incl. shower arm 390 mm
# 26470, 000, 400 EcoSmart
(Rain/RainAir 9 l/min)
# 26467, 000, 400 with ceiling connection 100 mm (not shown)
# 26469, 000, 400 EcoSmart
(Rain/RainAir 9 l/min)

All specified flow rates are based on an operating pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar)
THE RELIABLE WAY TO REGULATE PLEASURE.

The shower is switched on and off at the touch of a button. The thermostat keeps the shower temperature reliably constant. The result is guaranteed shower pleasure.
CONFIGURED FOR EVERY WISH.

Exposed thermostat ShowerTablet® Select.

The Select technology now also makes choosing your favourite spray type, on the thermostat, particularly easy and reliable. But it is simple, even before you switch it on: Refurbishment work can connect the ShowerTablet Select to the existing water connections. Simply combine with the shower set – and enjoy. The award-winning ShowerTablet Select 300 can supplement all Hansgrohe shower sets, and its constant shower temperature provides for a particularly pleasant and reliable shower pleasure.

**ShowerTablet® Select 300 exposed thermostat**

- **Intuitive.** The Select button can be easily operated from the front. Shower on – off. It doesn’t get any easier than this. Perfect for any age group.
- **Large.** There is plenty of room on the level glass surface for shower toiletries, which means there is no need for a shower shelf.
- **User-friendly.** The user-friendly turning control sets the temperature precisely, and the thermostat keeps it constant.

Glass storage shelf.

Select the desired temperature.

Insulated body ensures thermostat remains cool to the touch.

Switch hand shower on and off.
ShowerTablet® Select 300 with Raindance® Select E 120 shower set.

ShowerTablet® Select 300 exposed thermostat
- shower
  # 13171, -000 Mirrored chrome shelf
  # 13171, -400 White shelf (not shown)

ShowerTablet® Select 300 exposed thermostat
- bath
  # 13151, -000 Mirrored chrome shelf
  # 13151, -400 White shelf (not shown)
The ShowerTablet® Select lets you start your shower pleasure at the simple touch of the Select button. You can easily switch between the spray types at the touch of a button on the overhead and hand shower.
Everything about the Showerpipe is simply lovely: Choosing the shower and spray is now even easier thanks to the new Select button on the hand shower, the overhead shower, and the ShowerTablet Select. It is instantly obvious that everything on the Showerpipe is flawless, including the operation – perfect for any age group. The functions are all clearly labelled. So, all that remains for the showerer to do is enjoy the experience!

**Raindance® Select E 300 3jet Showerpipe**

Choose your spray type with ease.

![Select button](image)

Switch on and off.

Switch overhead shower on and off.

Switch hand shower on and off.

Switch RainStream spray on and off on the overhead shower.

Select the desired temperature.
PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Showerpipes

Raindance® Select E 300 2jet Showerpipe
with Raindance Select E 300 2jet overhead shower (Rain/RainAir 16 l/min, RainStream 19 l/min), Raindance Select E 120 3jet hand shower (16 l/min) and ShowerTablet Select 300 thermostat, shower arm 380 mm
# 27126, -000, -400

Raindance® Select E 300 3jet Showerpipe
with Raindance Select E 300 3jet overhead shower (Rain/RainAir 16 l/min, RainStream 19 l/min), Raindance Select E 120 3jet hand shower (16 l/min) and ShowerTablet Select 300 thermostat, shower arm 380 mm
# 27127, -000, -400

Raindance® Select E 300 2jet Showerpipe
with Raindance Select E 300 2jet overhead shower (17 l/min), Raindance Select E 120 3jet hand shower (16 l/min) and Ecostat Select thermostat, shower arm 380 mm
# 27128, -000, -400
Raindance® Select S 240 1jet Showerpipe with swivelling Raindance Select S 240 1jet overhead shower (15 l/min), Raindance Select S 120 3jet hand shower (16 l/min) and Ecostat Comfort thermostat, shower arm 460 mm
# 27129, 000, 400
Height of the Showerpipe can be reduced

Raindance® Select S 240 2jet Showerpipe with swivelling Raindance Select S 240 2jet overhead shower (15 l/min), Raindance Select S 120 3jet hand shower (16 l/min) and Ecostat Comfort thermostat, shower arm 460 mm
# 27133, 000, 400
Height of the Showerpipe can be reduced

Raindance® Select S 300 1jet Showerpipe with swivelling Raindance Select S 300 1jet overhead shower (17 l/min), Raindance Select S 120 3jet hand shower (16 l/min) and Ecostat Comfort thermostat, shower arm 460 mm
# 27114, 000
Height of the Showerpipe can be reduced

Raindance® Select S 300 2jet Showerpipe with swivelling Raindance Select S 300 2jet overhead shower (15 l/min), Raindance Select S 120 3jet hand shower (16 l/min) and Ecostat Comfort thermostat, shower arm 460 mm
# 27117, 000 bath (not shown)
Height of the Showerpipe can be reduced

All specified flow rates are based on an operating pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar).
SELECT CAN ALSO BE CONCEALED.

When the shower control is hidden, Hansgrohe concealed mixer and thermostat solutions unfold their full strength. They save space: Room for even greater showering pleasure. The iBox universal is the basic set for a large number of shower solutions that offer design, more functions, and easy handling at the push of a button.
PRECISION MEETS ELEGANCE. THE SHOWERSELECT® THERMOSTATS.

The ShowerSelect thermostats turn showering into pure pleasure. The Select technology lets you easily switch the water on and off or choose the spray type you prefer – quite easily at the touch of a button. Thanks to thermostatic technology, the water temperature stays constant even when the water pressures fluctuate. An effective protection against a hot or cold shock. Incidentally, the ShowerSelect thermostats come in two design styles, which means they can be fitted in every bathroom.

NEW

ShowerSelect® Thermostat with integrated hose connection and Porter:

- The optimal solution for bath and shower.
- With integrated FixFit hose connector and shower Porter for uncomplicated installations.
- Hand shower and shower hose can be chosen freely, depending on your bathroom and needs.
- Visual highlight in every bathroom.

The matt satin Select buttons stand out well from the chrome coloured surface. Large symbols ensure ease of use. The overhead shower is switched on and off at the left Select button, the hand shower at the right.

Easily legible temperature setting.

Ergonomic use is promoted by the slender, cylindrical handle.

Choose the temperature you want – and the thermostat technology keeps it constant.

Unrestricted choice of hand shower and hose.
**ShowerSelect®** Thermostat in square design.

**ShowerSelect® S** Thermostat in circular design.

A design and functional highlight: The hose connection and the shower holder are integrated in the finish set.
ALWAYS THE RIGHT MIX.
SHOWERSELECT® MIXERS.

The choice of shower becomes child’s play: With Select technology for easy switching on and off at the touch of a button. The ShowerSelect mixers are suitable for water pipes under a stable pressure. A constant water temperature is then ensured for great showering pleasure. The temperature can be set with ease and precision – thanks to the distinct ergonomic handle design. With the choice of two design it fits perfectly in every bathroom and every Hansgrohe shower line.
Contrasts from chrome-coloured and matt satin surfaces – for better control and greater clarity.

The two Select buttons are for switching on and off: the overhead shower on the right, the hand shower on the left. Their matt satin finish stands out well from the chrome coloured surface. Large symbols ensure clarity.

Clear, square design – for a timeless bathroom.

Select the desired temperature.

The conspicuous temperature markings promote easy and intuitive use.

NEW

ShowerSelect® Mixer in square design.

Slender, ergonomic handle – for ease of use.

ShowerSelect® S Mixer in circular design.
ESTABLISHED TECHNOLOGY; NEW DESIGN. THE ECOSTAT® THERMOSTATS.

It’s good when just turning on the water creates a good feeling: New, ergonomic turning handles provide a perceptible boost to the ease of use. They sit perfectly in the hand as well, even when shower gel has made them slippery. Thermostat technology maintains the water temperature at a precise and constant level at all times. Hot and cold shocks in the bathroom therefore become a thing of the past. With two design options, the Ecostat thermostats are guaranteed to be the eyecatchers in every bathroom.
The new, larger prints greatly enhance legibility – and hence ease of use.

The smaller handles with rounded corners can be used with greater ease for greater ergonomic effect.

Switch the hand or overhead shower on and off, and adjust the water quantity.

Modern, square design with rounded corners as a consistent design element.

Select the desired temperature.

Ecostat® E Thermostat in a rounded square design.

NEW

Ecostat® S Thermostat in circular design.

NEW
SHOWERING WITH ONE OPTION.

OPTION 1

Simplicity at its loveliest: A range of finish sets lets you switch a function on and off, i.e. a hand or overhead shower. The water temperature is adjusted by a turning handle.

OPTION 2

SHOWERSELECT THERMOSTAT

ShowerSelect®
Thermostat for 1 function
# 15762, 000

NEW

ShowerSelect® S
Thermostat for 1 function
# 15742, 000

NEW

SHOWERSELECT MIXER

ShowerSelect®
Mixer for 1 function
# 15767, 000

NEW

ShowerSelect® S
Mixer for 1 function
# 15747, 000

NEW

ECOSTAT THERMOSTAT

Ecostat® E
Thermostat for 1 function
# 15707, 000

NEW

Ecostat® S
Thermostat for 1 function
# 15757, 000

NEW
SHOWERING WITH TWO OPTIONS.

For double the pleasure. These ShowerSelect finish sets let you regulate two functions at the same time. Mixers and thermostats featuring Select technology let you choose the hand and/or overhead shower quite easily at the touch of a button. Also the Ecostat offers this option with its turning handle. The water temperature is always set at the large turning handle.
SHOWERING WITH THREE OPTIONS.

For individual pleasure: The large turning handle on the thermostat lets you adjust the water temperature precisely. With ShowerSelect, you can choose between hand and overhead shower and the spray types at the touch of a button. Or you can choose all showers at the same time. With iControl, you can choose everything manually at the turning handle instead of pressing buttons.
SHOWERING WITH FOUR OPTIONS.

Showering pleasure without limits: With ShowerSelect, you can select the shower or spray type you want at the touch of a button. With iControl, you select manually at the turning handle. The turning handle on the thermostat lets you adjust the water temperature.

CONCEALED SOLUTIONS WITH SELECT

ShowerSelect® valve for 3 functions
# 15764, 000

ShowerSelect® Thermostat for 1 function Highflow
# 15761, 000

iControl® E valve for 3 functions
# 15777, 000

iControl® S valve for 3 functions
# 15745, 000

iControl® S Thermostat for 1 function Highflow
# 15744, 000

Shut-off valve
# 15978, 000

OTHER NEW CONCEALED SOLUTIONS

Ecostat® E Thermostat Highflow
(59 l/min, for large showers)
# 15706, 000
Thermostat
(37 l/min, for small showers)
# 15705, 000 (not shown)

Ecostat® S Thermostat Highflow
(59 l/min, for large showers)
# 15756, 000
Thermostat
(37 l/min, for small showers)
# 15755, 000 (not shown)

Shut-off valve
# 15972, 000
FREEDOM AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON.

Metris® Select breathes fresh life into culinary work:
A clever button makes sure that the flow continues uninterrupted when the water is switched on and off.
Now it’s easy – at the simple push of a button.
Culinary creativity can be quite fun. For instance, you can treat yourself to good food after a long day of work, or you can cook socially, together with friends. The fun factor has now been boosted by the new Select kitchen mixers featuring the Select button located on the front of the mixer. It can be pressed as you move past, so to speak, turning the water on and off without interrupting the workflow unnecessarily. The Select button can also be pressed with the back of the hand or an elbow, so the mixer stays clean, even if your hands are dirty. Water can then be switched off far more easily between each step of your work, and unnecessary water and energy consumption is eliminated as a result. Incidentally, this boost to kitchen convenience needs neither electricity nor additional equipment in the base unit: The button works purely mechanically. Simply brilliant.
1. Open mixer.

At the start of your activities in the kitchen, you first switch the mixer on and set the temperature you need. You can now regulate the mixer at the Select button, leaving the handle permanently open. Of course, you can use the handle to change the temperature or close the mixer at any time.

The ergonomic handle is rounded at the top for better control of the temperature and water quantity and is suitable for all age groups.

2. Turn the mixer on and off.

Here you can temporarily stop the flow of water – with a simple push of a button. The lever handle remains open, maintaining the preset temperature and flow rate.

ComfortZone – lots of space for daily use.

Swivel the spout by 150° – for more freedom of movement.

The basic shape of the mixer blends harmoniously with the shape of modern sinks.
KITCHEN MIXERS

Metris®

**Metris® Select**
Single lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 150°
#14883,-000,-800

**Metris®**
Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spray, 2 spray types, Swivel spout 110/150°
# 14820,-000,-800
**Metris®**
Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spout, Swivel spout 110/150°
# 14821, -000, -800

Swivel spout 110/150/360°
# 14822, -000, -800
for window installation
# 14823, -000 (not shown)
with shut-off valve
# 14888, -000 (not shown)

**Focus®**
Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spray, 2 spray types, Swivel spout 150°
# 31815, -000, -800

Swivel spout 110/150/360°
# 31817, -000, -800
The new Logis® mixers are a joy to the eyes and fingertips. Featuring an appealing and ergonomic design, the handle invites you to touch it. And you’ll quickly realise: Unmistakable design is important to us. We have been working with Phoenix Design for a long time to bring design to the smallest room of the house.
AS INDIVIDUAL AS YOUR NEEDS.

With the ComfortZone, Logis® easily fits your lifestyle.

Thanks to its design language, the Logis mixer blends seamlessly, yet full of life, in every ambience. But that’s just one thing. This is, of course, not enough for the Hansgrohe developers. It should adapt to the needs of the user, and so create a personal ComfortZone in the home. Accordingly, they come in a range of heights that ensures they work perfectly with the wash basin.
Finely curved surfaces and clear lines make the Logis mixers something really special. Despite absolute precision, they emanate a natural gentleness. These mixers are the perfect, harmonising supplement to wash basins with soft edges, and they can be combined elegantly with many ceramic series. This is also ensured by the Hansgrohe ComfortZone test. With this test procedure, we make sure that there is adequate room between the mixer and the wash basin. And you can be sure that ease of use has been optimised to your own needs. Find out more about the various mixers and wash basins that together provide the perfect interaction – at: www.hansgrohe-int.com/comfortzone-test
Wall-hung basin

Built-in basin

Hand wash basin
NOW YOU CAN BE PARTICULARLY DISCERNING.

The Logis® mixers in a range of variants.

The right solution for all demands: That is why the Logis mixers are available in a wide range of variants – including 2-handle and 3-hole mixers in addition to the various spout heights. The Logis mixers then let you design your wash basin to be as individual as you are. So be discerning: Choose the mixer that suits you, and design your bathroom specifically for your needs. After all, it's no longer just a place for cleanliness and hygiene, but a relaxing and feel good oasis.
NEW

Logis® 210
WE DON’T THINK ABOUT TOMORROW.
WE THINK ABOUT THE FUTURE.

Since the beginning, water and energy savings have been a key issue at Hansgrohe. Accordingly, we are always developing new technologies that make our products more efficient consumers of the watery element. Yet at the same time, provide a uniquely enjoyable water experience. Only in this manner can you use our products not only to do yourself good, but the environment as well.

ECOSMART.

EcoSmart lets you save easily up to half of the water and a lot of the energy needed to provide hot water. We have consistently developed this technology further, and have now reduced the consumption of basin mixers to just 5 l/m.

www.hansgrohe-int.com/technology

AIRPOWER.

So that you can use your valuable water with particular efficiency, we have developed AirPower. It combines and enriches the flowing water with air. For a soft, pleasant, and splash free spray.

www.hansgrohe-int.com/technology
When the mixer is turned on, cold water flows when it is in the basic setting. You do not use hot water or the energy required to heat it until you actively turn it to the left. You will find this function as a product option on our basin mixers.

www.hansgrohe-int.com/coolstart

Hansgrohe was one of the first companies whose products received the newly created WELL certificate by the European association of mixer manufacturers for our products. WELL stands for “Water Efficiency Label”. And following on from the basin mixers Metris, Talis, Focus, and the latest member Logis, the Crometta 85 Green and Croma 100 (1jet, Vario and Multi) hand showers have now received Level A, the best possible result in the Home section.
With Focus Care, user friendliness becomes a safety factor for elderly people or those of restricted mobility. Hansgrohe’s “anti-scalding” technology ensures temperatures don’t exceed 40°. The extended, ergonomically designed handles eliminate incorrect operations. They sit easily even in soapy hands and can be moved with the minimum of effort. Not least of all, a large, easily legible temperature setting makes sure that use is free of nasty surprises.
EXPERIENCE WATER INTERACTIVELY.

The diversity of Hansgrohe products means that you can enjoy the most beautiful element in the world just as you wish. So that you can also learn about our products just as you wish, you can choose from a wide range of mobile apps. You can then discover the Hansgrohe innovations in the comfort of your own home – or wherever you would like to experience them.

MOBILE AT ITS BEST
Hansgrohe Catalog App for iPad.

Over 160 products in 13 languages on an environmentally-friendly and interactive format. The Hansgrohe iPad catalogue lets trees breathe, and the user can blow as hard as he likes – to get an idea of how much fun an air-enriched shower spray can be. The app presents Hansgrohe’s offer in an entirely new, interactive and above all entertaining way. When you find a shower you like, you can check to see whether it will fit in your home. A touch of the camera function is all it takes for the real background to fade in with your favourite product in your own home. And thanks to the integrated search, it won’t take long to find your nearest dealer.

Interactive features include e.g.:
– showroom search.
– photo function to visualise how the product will look in your bathroom.
– list of your Hansgrohe favourites.
– videos on technologies.
– share with friends.
THE QUICKEST INSTALLATION IN THE WORLD: Hansgrohe@home App.

As your bathroom can’t come to Hansgrohe, Hansgrohe can simply come to you: This app is the easiest way for anyone who would like to see what that new mixer or shower solution would look like in their own home. Just take a photo, highlight the affected product with your finger, and replace it with your favourite Hansgrohe product. The app for iPhone, iPad, and Android smartphones is available from

www.hansgrohe-int.com/app

or directly from

http://itunes.com/app/hansgrohehome

or


WORLD WIDE WATER.

Find out all the latest news on water and Hansgrohe at

www.facebook.com/hansgrohe

www.twitter.com/hansgrohe_pr

www.youtube.com/hansgrohe
TECHNOLOGIES

Changes to a different spray type or shower in moments at a simple touch.

Reduces the flow to save water and energy. For long-lasting pleasure.

Combines water with a generous amount of air. For a soft, splash-free water spray and rich, full shower drops.

Limescale deposits are simply wiped away by rubbing a finger over the flexible silicone nubs.

Distributes the water over the large spray face. Envelops the whole body in drops of well-being.

Defines the individually utilisable area between wash basin and mixer. Something to suit every customer.

When turning the mixer on, cold water flows in the basic setting. Hot water only comes through when you need it.

SPRAY TYPES

Gentle shower rain with air-enriched drops.

Full shower rain, ideal for washing hair.

Concentrated beneficial massage spray.

Dynamic, revitalising massage spray.

A strong massage spray that invigorates those special places.

A combination of soft shower rain and dynamic spray.

Powerful surge spray for generous coverage.

Generous flow of soft sprays.

Finishes
The addition of the finish gives the order number (#) eight digits.
Example: 28500, 000 = Chrome
000 Chrome | 400 White/chrome | 800 Steel optic